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ABSTRACT: The impact of faults on the regional stress field is investigated. We show that if we
consider all faults identified by geophysical studies in the Upper Rhine Graben stresses rotation
appears. The stress magnitudes are also varying due to the presence of faults. When we assign
different friction and stiffness properties to fault families based on their known characteristics the
stress rotation pattern is quite different. Accordingly, the normal displacement of faults, parameter
essential to determine the opening of faults is quite different between the two models. This implies
it is very important to know active faults and closed faults. We argue for more studies on fault
properties as it is quite essential to assign the right ones in order to identify stress redistribution.
The model also shows that the sediment layer with its varying thickness also induces stress variations.
1 INTRODUCTION
Geothermal energy is a renewable resource still underutilized. To develop geothermal power
plants we need a better knowledge of favorable areas. In non-volcanic contexts, the term favorable
area indicates adapted conditions (high temperature, presence of fluid and permeability) at the
lowest depth in order to decrease drilling costs. This means knowledge of fluid circulation at the
regional scale is of utmost importance. Faults affect the stress field and change in the stress field
will affect flow properties. Stresses can favor preferential flow paths through the rock mass
(Swyer et al. 2016) by favoring circulation perpendicular to the shear direction (Auradou et al.
2006; Gentier et al. 1997) or enabling vertical up-flows circulations (Rowland & Sibson 2004;
Swyer et al. 2016). Moreover, the stress field put constraints on the geometry of wells and their
engineering characteristics.
To better define these fluid circulation and the impact of the stress field a regional Hydro Mechanical (HM) model was developed (Armandine Les Landes et al. in press). However, this model
considers uniform properties for all faults considered. It is well known that, depending on their
tectonic history (e.g. the amount they slipped), faults will have different properties (Ben-zion and
Sammis 2003). We aim at investigating what impact varying mechanical fault properties have on
the stress field. The active faults are the one that change the most the stress field. The amount of
slip they accommodated change their equivalent mechanical properties. Finally, we are interested
in the normal displacement of faults because it is a simple way to quantify their amount of opening.
The area of interest is the Rhine graben, France, because rifts are a good location for high
temperature fluid at moderate depths. Indeed, in graben, the crust is thinner and is heated up by
the nearby mantle. In addition, normal faults help to get fluid from deep reservoirs to shallower
depths.
The model geometry is constrained by our geological knowledge of faults. However, we do not
have any knowledge of faults mechanical properties, especially relative one to another. The aim
of this work is to show such a knowledge is essential because faults can redistribute stresses under

some conditions. We want to show the impact of including faults in a mechanical model and how
their mechanical properties affect the stress field that, in turn, affect their hydraulic properties.
2 MECHANICAL MODEL
2.1 General geometry
The model is similar to the geometry used by Armandine Les Landes et al. (in press). It consists
of a faulted block centered on the southern Upper Rhine Graben oriented N150° to apply tectonic
stresses easily. The block is 180*180*10 km3 (Fig. 1) (Lxlxdepth). The model consists of two
layers, the basement and the sediments, the depth of the sediments varies from 2 km to 6 km and
is taken from the report from Georg project (Georg team 2013). The thicker deposit basins are on
the east border of the graben around Karlsruhe and Mannheim with an additional one west of
Strasbourg. The geometry of the 351 faults in the model is the same as Armandine Les Landes et
al. (in press) and is determined from published geophysical and geological work. For more information on the faults selection, the reader is referred to the aforementioned paper. The faults’ geometry is constrained at the interface of sediment and basement. We prolonged these faults from
the basement into the sediments without consideration of their age. This simplification will be
discussed later on. In addition, we model the topography as a force on top of the model.

Figure 1. Model representation. The faults are in black. The green layer represent sediments. The outside
arrows represent the horizontal load applied as boundary conditions. Main cities are indicated.

We do not use displacement boundaries as boundary conditions because it is difficult to constrain it from GPS observations. Indeed, the velocities observed are at the limit of the resolution
level of the method (Nocquet 2012; Lehujeur 2011). It is under debate whether the actual state of
stress of the alpine foreland is due to the convergence between Africa and Europa (Buchmann
and Connolly 2007) or to gravity-driven mechanisms (Maury et al. 2014). To avoid this debate
we use stress boundary conditions. We suppose that the vertical is a principal stress direction,
which is reasonable at the depths considered. We know from focal mechanism inversion (Kastrup
et al. 2004) and from some in situ observation (Cornet et al. 2007) that the regional maximum
horizontal principal stress is close to the vertical stress. So we apply as boundary the weight of

the overburden and an additional stress in the direction N150° that is such that SHmax=1.1*Svert.
We have little constraint on the minimal horizontal stress. We apply the value estimated at Soultzsous-Forêts (Cornet et al. 2007), even if it is a local value and could be partly due to local structures.
We suppose the matrix behavior is elastic and that all plastic deformation occur within the
faults. The rock mechanical parameters used, shown in Table 1, are typical values for granite
(main material of the basement) and sediments rocks. The plastic behavior of faults is modeled
with a Coulomb yield criterion.
Table
1. Mechanical parameters for the matrix.
________________________________________________________________________________________
Material

Young modulus
Poisson ratio
density
[GPa]
[]
[kg.m-3]
________________________________________________________________________________________
Basement
57
0.28
2680.
Sediments
20
0.3
2400.
________________________________________________________________________________________

We realize three different models to compare the impact of the different geological structures:
 model 1 that includes lithology and faults with uniform mechanical properties
 model 2 that includes lithology and faults with varying mechanical properties
 model 3 that includes only lithology
2.2 Selecting faults properties
Fault properties are difficult to determine. Some laboratory studies and compilations of them give
estimates of elastic shear and normal stiffness ( Kulhawy 1975; Bandis et al. 1983; Rosso 1976)
or friction coefficient (Byerlee 1978; Jaeger and Cook 1984) on fractures. However, if the friction
value is not very dependent on lithology or stress level (Byerlee 1978) it is not the case of the
stiffness that presents a non-linear behavior. Moreover, there is the question of whether these
laboratory data can be applied directly at the fault level or how to translate them at this scale. That
is why we are focused here not on the absolute values of mechanical properties of which we have
little knowledge but on the variation between models of these properties. Table 2 presents the
properties used.
Table
2. Mechanical parameters for faults.
________________________________________________________________________________________
Fault material number

kn*
ks*
friction
cohesion
-1
-1
[GPa.m
]
[GPa.m
]
[°]
[Mpa]
________________________________________________________________________________________
1**
7
3
20
0
2
3.5
1.5
10
0
3
14
6
45
1
________________________________________________________________________________________

* kn: normal stiffness; ks:shear stiffness; **Reference fault parameters.
The area we model is slightly bigger than the zone where faults are identified. This is because
in order to apply boundary stress conditions we rotate the model and enlarge it slightly to include
all the graben. The faults defined in the inner model are continued into the outer area. This is
reasonable because this concerns mostly faults on the shoulder of the graben where only large
structures are included. However, to account for their ending we assign properties more rigid to
the faults in this outer model (material number 3 parameters in Table 2).
Model 1 includes two sets of parameters for the fault zones: the reference one (number 1) for
all inner fault zones, and a more rigid one (number 3) to account for their progressive clamping
in the outer area.
Most of the Rhine graben’s structures that moved during the rifting process were reactivated
Hercynian structures. This generates a complex fault history with fault parameters that must reflect this fact. Armandine Les Landes et al (in press) identified five different fault sets based on
their orientation and origin. From this first characterization, we extract two fault sets that will
have different parameters than the base set.

Sanjuan et al. (2016) identifies the direction NE-SW as a direction where fluid circulate. On
the contrary, the N-S ones are “dry” faults. Moreover, fault mechanism of earthquakes (Edel et
al. 2007; Ustaszewski and Schmid 2007) suggest that this NNE-SSW to NE-SW direction has
been recently reactivated. To account for this observation we assign lower friction coefficient to
these faults (material number 2).
On the other hand, structures oriented E-W are older structures that play little part in the last
tectonic stage so we assign very rigid properties to these faults (material number 3).
To sum up, model 2 exhibits three sets of parameters for the fault zones: the reference one
(number 1) for inner fault zones, a less frictional one (number 2) for NE-SW fault, and a more
rigid one (number 3) for the E-W oriented fault zones. Again, fault are affected material number
3 in the outer area.
3 RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the horizontal over vertical stress ratio magnitude at 5 km depth for models 1 and
2. The mean stress ratio is 1.1 that corresponds to the ratio applied. Some variations are observed
in the most faulted part for both models.

Figure 2. Ratio of maximum horizontal stress over vertical stress. A. Model 1. A grey arrow indicates the
block of sediments. B. Model 2. Black ellipses indicate areas presenting variations from model 1. Faults
are in black. Main cities plotted in Figure 1 are plotted here in blue with one letter for label.

Selecting faults based on their properties modifies the stress field. Figure 2B shows the impact
of changing this at a regional scale. We observe that the stress ratio is little impacted by fault
properties. Nevertheless, some differences are observed between model 1 and 2 (circled areas in
Figure 2). Around the intersection of faults with different mechanic properties the stress ratio
varies positively (increase to 1.6) or negatively (decrease to 0.7). These variations are localized
but have a non-negligible magnitude.
The mean maximum horizontal stress orientation also corresponds to the applied stress direction of N150° (Fig. 3). However, some rotations occur near faults up to 15°. These are less localized effects than the variation in stress ratio and show a clear impact of faults on the stress field.
What is notable is that these variations in stress orientations are limited to some faults while other
do not affect it at all.
The mean maximum horizontal stress direction stay N150° whatever the faults properties.
However, there are some local variations that can be observed. The variations from the mean
direction observed in model 1 are accented in model 2. In addition, some new areas present variations. Comparing model 1 and 2 shows that variations in stress orientations are a lot more important for model 2. The more important variations (+15° on one side of a fault and -15° on the
other side) concern faults oriented NE-SW with material number 2. Some of these faults slip in
model 2 but not in model 1.

Figure 3. Difference in degree from the applied direction of maximum horizontal stress, N150°. A. Model
1. B. Model 2.

Figure 4 shows the normal displacement of faults in model 1 and model 2. We can see the
important impact the fault material has on displacement. In model 2, the amount of closing is
reduced as a whole compared to model 1 but some opening appears. This opening of faults is
localized at the intersections between faults where the variations of parameters would be more
important (mostly intersections of faults having material numbers 2 and 3).

Figure 4. Normal displacement relative to the mean normal displacement on all faults. A. Results for model
1. B. Results for model 2. Blue means closure of faults and red mean opening of faults.

In addition, the faults outside the graben are closing more (they are more blue) than the faults
inside the graben for both models. This suggest either the presence of sediments or the interaction
between faults impact the amount of closing on any given fault.
4 DISCUSSION
We observe some variation in the magnitude of the principal stresses. Since these variations occur
mainly within the graben, we can reasonably assume that they are influenced not only by the faults
but also by the sediment layer. Figure 5 confirms this with a plot of the stress ratio for model 3
that has no faults. The stress variations are very similar to what is observed within the faulted
model 1. The stress ratio vary from a maximum value of 1.7 under the area where sediments are
thickest to 0.8 in the sediments themselves (grey arrow in Figure 2). The variation in thickness of
the sediment layer impact the stress ratio. In addition, the topography more important on the

shoulders of the graben than within it increases the difference between the two areas. On first
order stress magnitude are impacted by the variation in density between the sediments and the
basement and the geometry of the basement. However, depending on the mechanical parameters
of the faults some local variations are clearly due to faults (circled area in Figure 2). Furthermore,
horizontal stress orientations variations are due mainly to faults. Figure 5B shows some very limited variations in stress orientations (<6°) for the continuous model while both faulted model
present variation of 10 to 15°. Once again, the fault mechanical parameters play a preponderant
role in these variations since the stress variations of model 1 and 2 are very different.
From our results, the length of the faults affects the size of the area impacted by the stress
redistribution but not the amplitude of the redistribution. Figure 3 shows that a small fault can
have as much impact as a large one locally. This suggests that from a prospective point of view,
to locate favorable geothermal area a description of the complete fault system is necessary. Moreover, the connections between faults of different mechanical properties is very important since it
is at these locations that main normal displacement occur (Fig. 4 B).
Some open questions remain concerning faults. In this model, fault zones are modeled as planes
whereas we know that in reality they are curved surfaces at different scales. For example, in the
Rhine graben some faults become inclined with depth. This variation of geometry would have an
impact on the stress field and should be considered. Another assumption we made is that the faults
are continuous at the basement-sediments interface. This is a strong assumption that is probably
not true for all faults. We have some evidences of the normal faults cutting both the basement and
the sediments (shift in the interface sediment-basement depth) so we can model these faults in
both layers. However, for other type of faults, we have knowledge of them mostly in the sediments
and this becomes a problem when looking at stress results deeper into the basement. Future work
should include a more detailed description of faults to be able to model a more precise stress field.

Figure 5. Stress results at 5000 m depth for the continuous model. A. Ratio of maximum horizontal stress
over vertical stress. B. Difference in degree from the applied direction of maximum horizontal stress,
N150°.

We tried to assign different fault properties based on history criteria. Nevertheless, those are
generic criteria and some more knowledge of fault behavior is needed. In particular, looking at
seismicity could bring information on the state of specific faults. Furthermore, we do not have
exact knowledge of fault properties and so we only consider variation from reference material
properties. This is a good first approximation to understand what parameters are important. However, we can only show tendencies until we get mechanical properties backed by some observation. The rock behavior is better constrained by laboratory experiment (even if their extrapolation
to large-scale can be questioned) and have less impact since the deformation is localized within
faults. The variations induced by the sediment is more due to the geometry of the interface that is
relatively well constrained by geophysical studies, than to material properties.
We choose to assign stress boundary conditions because we do not have enough knowledge to
use displacement boundary conditions. However, we also do not have a real idea of the value of
the minimum horizontal stress and it could affect the stress field. Further work should include

sensitivity analysis of this parameter for more objectivity in model interpretation. Finally, the
initial state is only due to gravity. We know the Rhine graben has a complex tectonic history and
it affects the stress field. There are probably remnant stress concentration that we did not consider.
Boundary conditions of passed tectonic events are badly constrained – especially regarding magnitudes – and we consider that accounting for a more detailed initial state would introduce more
uncertainties. To confirm or infirm this, we should develop multi-staged models in the future.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We modeled stress field of the Upper Rhine graben using discrete fracture network. The sediment
layer is also taken into account as well as topography. As we do not have a precise idea of the
actual velocity field, we use stress boundary conditions.
The faults yield a variation of the stress field, mostly in direction. These variations, up to 15°,
are concentrated around faults that are ideally oriented, relative to the current stress field, to slip.
Some local variations in stress ratio are also observed near faults.
When we assign different fault properties based on their history, we can observe that the stress
field is changed. Some faults slip more and the rotation of the maximum horizontal stress is increased. In addition, the interaction of faults with different properties generate stress redistribution.
If we look at the normal displacement on faults, we can observe, as expected, variations depending on the fault properties assigned. These variations are important because they will affect
the hydraulic aperture, which is a key property to model fluid circulation.
Comparing these results to a continuous model, we show that the global variation in stress ratio
inside the graben is due to the contrast of lithology but local variations are due to faults.
The main points this study shows are: 1) slip on a fault will modify the horizontal stresses
orientations at a kilometric scale; 2) the length of the fault moving affect the radius of the area
affected but not the magnitude of the stress rotation; 3) the larger opening of faults occur at the
intersection of faults with different mechanical properties.
This work underlines the importance of assigning different mechanical properties not only on
varying layer but also on faults at the regional scale. It is a first step to evaluate the influence of
stress on hydraulic properties of faults.
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